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Florida has made three straight second-round exits ... 594 percentage in SEC play. And while he had a tough act to follow taking over after Billy Donovan's departure (.715 and ...

Florida announces non-conference hoops schedule for 2021-2022
Players Circle Performing Arts Center's 2021-22 theater season will consist of three plays and three musicals. Players Circle, housed at the Shell Factory in North Fort Myers, will be returning t ...

Players Circle announces three plays, three musicals for season
Anti-hunters use inaccurate language and inflammatory tactics to chip away at wildlife management practices. Don't fall for these arguments.

The 3 Anti-Hunting Arguments Hunters Should Actually Worry About
Florida football players have had plenty of impressive opening acts, but some have been transcendent. Here are the top five debuts in UF history.

Five greatest debuts in Florida Gators football history
Country star Brad Paisley plays a string of Florida shows this week, one of several national acts in the genre visiting the state in the next few months. There's also concerts by classic rock icons, ...

15 biggest concerts coming to Florida in summer 2021. Here's how you can buy tickets.
The Seminole tribe, already a financial powerhouse, has signed a "historic compact" with Florida that will generate billions of dollars.

Seminole Indians hit the jackpot with controversial Florida gambling deal
STATEWIDE — With a sizable number of Haitian Americans among their constituents, Florida lawmakers reacted swiftly Wednesday ... “The assassination of Haitian President Moïse was a horrific act and ...

'A horrific act:' Florida lawmakers, immigrants react to assassination of Haiti president
Since its inaugural show in 2015, South Florida artists have always been included ... Smokepurrp, and other well-known acts have infiltrated every stage within Rolling Loud's extensive compound. Local ...

Ten South Florida Artists to Watch at Rolling Loud 2021
LGBTQ civil rights group The Human Rights Campaign (HRC) announced on Wednesday that it has filed a federal civil rights lawsuit challenging Florida’s “Fairness in Women’s Sports Act ...

HRC Files Lawsuit Challenging Florida's Transgender Sports Ban—and Announces More To Come
Florida Studio Theatre Premiere of Deborah Brevoort’s play at about a real event when the scientist provided shelter to a famed singer.

Marian Anderson and Albert Einstein tangle in new Florida Studio Theatre play
Attorneys General from three dozen states slapped Google, and its parent Alphabet Inc., with an antitrust suit in California federal court Wednesday.

36 AGs File Antitrust Suit Against Google Over Play Store
In other words, Florida towns and cities are now unable to switch to 100% clean energy because they can’t ban fossil fuels. An act relating to ... (table 3), behind petroleum, which produces ...

Florida’s governor just locked ‘Florida into a dirty fossil fuel future’
We are sending a message to him, and all anti-equality officials, that you cannot target our community without retribution," Human Rights Campaign said.

LGBTQ civil rights group sues Florida over ban on transgender girls in sports
as a goalie on three different soccer teams,” according to the HRC. However, according to Florida’s so-called “Fairness in Women Sports Act,” Daisy will have to either join the boys team ...

13-year-old girl, parents sue Florida over transgender sports ban
Others Jacksonville acts followed ... sang along with the Florida Sunshine Pops and performed with the Fort Lauderdale Children’s Theater before work in a Broadway play took her away from ...

Southern rock to Miami sound: A look at Florida's most influential musicians
Lago.He needs to take up long-term residency in a town that really understands what he has to offer: Las Vegas.The former president has been back on the road, with two packed rallies in Ohio and ...

Made for Vegas: Trump's rallies now a 'nostalgia act'
Feeding Nashville, a nonprofit combatting food insecurity launched in 2020 by Taylin Lewan, wife of Tennessee Titans tackle Taylor Lewan, and Hayley Hubbard, wife of Florida Georgia Line's Tyler ...

Florida Georgia Line, Maren Morris, Thomas Rhett to play Feeding Nashville benefit concert
California was the first state to act, but Florida ... wants the University of Florida quarterback to do a commercial. The quarterback now can do that on Wednesday and play on Saturday, without ...

Supreme Court sides with Florida on college athletes | Editorial
The lawsuit marks the first case against Florida ... a goalie on three different soccer teams. Daisy has participated in sports exclusively on girls teams but would be pushed to play on the ...

The work of Efua Sutherland, Ghanaian playwright, poet, scholar, pioneering institution-builder and cultural activist is examined in this incisive collection of scholarly essays by leading academics in the field. This anthology includes interviews and articles on topics such as gender issues in cultural development, children's literature, community theatre and Black Atlantic crossings.

Articulates the role black theatricality played in the radical energy of the sixties Black Performance on the Outskirts of the Left illustrates the black political ideas that radicalized the artistic endeavors of musicians, playwrights, and actors beginning in the 1960s. These ideas paved the way for imaginative models for social transformation through performance. Using the notion of excess—its transgression, multiplicity, and ambivalence—Malik Gaines considers how
performances of that era circulated a black political discourse capable of unsettling commonplace understandings of race, gender, and sexuality. Following the transnational route forged by W.E.B. Du Bois, Josephine Baker, and other modern political actors, from the United States to West Africa, Europe and back, this book considers how artists negotiated at once the local, national, and diasporic frames through which race has been represented. Looking broadly at
performances found in music, theater, film, and everyday life—from American singer and pianist Nina Simone, Ghanaian playwrights Efua Sutherland and Ama Ata Aidoo, Afro-German actor Günther Kaufmann, to California-based performer Sylvester—Gaines explores how shared signs of racial legacy and resistance politics are articulated with regional distinction. Bringing the lens forward through contemporary art performance at the 2015 Venice Biennial, Gaines
connects the idea of sixties radicality to today’s interest in that history, explores the aspects of those politics that are lost in translation, and highlights the black expressive strategies that have maintained potent energy. Black Performance on the Outskirts of the Left articulates the role black theatricality played in the radical energy of the sixties, following the evolution of black identity politics to reveal blackness’s ability to transform contemporary social conditions.
Here is an introduction to the history of English writing from East and West Africa drawing on a range of texts from the slave diaspora to the post-war upsurge in African English language and literature from these regions.
Includes, beginning Sept. 15, 1954 (and on the 15th of each month, Sept.-May) a special section: School library journal, ISSN 0000-0035, (called Juniorlibraries, 1954-May 1961). Issued also separately.
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